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Abstract

The outcome of radiotherapy in cancer care is heavily dependent on the quality of the treatment.
This work presents a review of how daily practice and the current availability of equipment for
treatment planning and simulation as well as a number of other factors affect the radiation
therapy quality in Argentina. The establishment of refreshing courses for all type of staff
involved in the treatments, modernisation of equipment and strict routines in patient set up and
quality control would give a significant contribution to a higher quality in radiation therapy.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Argentina radiation therapy is mostly accomplished with Co-60 machines and linear
accelerators. The number of linear accelerators is increasing very fast; the first one was a 6 Mv
installed in 1979. Now there are 23 linacs, 8 of them have been installed between 1993 and
1994. Half of them have 6 Mv X-Ray beams; the others have X-Ray beams of 10 Mv and 15
Mv and electron beams with energies ranging from 4 Mev to 18 Mev. For the end of this year 3
new linacs will be operating. On the other hand, the number of simulators had not increased in
the same way. the first one was installed in 1978 in a center with a Co-60 machine as the high
energy unit; now there are 11 simulators all over the country.

Medical centers operating with linacs, have at least one medical radiotherapy physicist working
in it. Exceptionally centers take on more than one physicist, even when they have several
treatment machines. Sometimes physics technicians (or dosimetrists) are taken on in
Radiotherapy centers which only have Co-60 units. But many centers having a Co-60 unit as the
main treatment machine are operating with no physics staff at all till now. Many of the variations
in the dose delivered, analyzed in this presentation, have nothing to do with type of machine but
with the number of patients per hospital and with the staff. So, the first and essential task is to
get a staff including radiotherapists, physicists, dosimetrists and technicians (machine operators)
working close together for the accurate performance of any Radiotherapy Center.

2 ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT FACTORS CAUSING DOSE DELIVERED
DIFFERENT FROM DOSE PRESCRIBED

In this presentation the starting point is the assumption that routinary mechanical and dosimetric
checks have already been accomplished and results are within tolerance values. Also that
treatment planning for each patient have been already checked. So, the analysis refers to daily
errors which can be named "daily accidents". These daily accidents are more difficcult to record
and to solve than, for instance, calibration uncertainties where figures like 2 or 3% can be
established
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3 SIMULATION

Due to the poor number of simulators operating at present, very few patients are really
simulated. If the center is operating without simulators, the treatment machine is used as a
simulator for some selected patients. It has the advantage of having identical conditions for
simulation and treatment (e.g. the treatment table), but the disadvantage of poor definition,
particularly in the case of Co-60, and few number of patients selected for simulation. On the
other hand simulators are not always properly used: a) fields and references localized with the
simulator are not always verified on the treatment unit, giving rise to different errors in field size,
patient position, etc. and causing changes in the volume encompassed by the isodose curve
already selected by the radiotherapist (treated volume) [1]; b) usually it is the radiotherapist who
defines field sizes. And he only takes into account what he "sees" from localization X-Ray films
and from a radioscopic view on the simulator, it is to say the Clinical Target Volume (CTV) [1]
without considering that the treated volume may be different for different machines and different
treatment techniques. In the very frequent and simple case of parallel opposed fields, when
varying irradiation conditions, the CTV may become underdosed near the border [2]. This dose
gradient within the CTV varies between 5% and 10%, depending on type of machine, separation
distance between fields, SSD and field size. When a linac stops working and has to be repaired, a
great number of patients go on with their treatment in another machine, most of the times
different from the first one. Field sizes are not changed and dose distribution will be different. It
is important to emphasize that there are centers having only one 6 Mv linac and one old Co-60
unit which operates for instance at an SSD of 60 cm. Usually with an SSD of 60 cm,the
isocenter technique is not used, and so field sizeis defined on surface. With the same field size
for linac and Co-60, dose gradient may reach to 12% within the CTV

4 TATTOOS AM) REFERENCE POINTS

Very often the radiation field is set-up on the patient having only one tattoo, usually in the
center of the field. If the technician has not many indications for patient positioning, (as it often
occurs) the patient may happen to be rotated with respect to the right position; the effect is the
same as having the collimator rotated a few degrees; if it happens many times along treatment,
the result is a widening of the penumbra and a different treated volume, giving additional dose
gradient to the PTV.

5 REPEATABILITY

In order to assure the repeatability of a treatment schedule, technician needs to have clear
reference points and enough number of tattoos as well as SSD or depths clearly indicated. When
using isocenter treatment techniques, with lateral or oblique incidence, it is very dangerous (but
it happens) to have only one tattoo which is the reference when the gantry is at 0°.Usually
technician does not verify SSD or depth and positioning for the oblique fields. Again CTV may
not be receiving the right dose and the irradiated volume may be greater than it is necessary.
There are a number of different "daily accidents" which have to do with the great number of
patients per treatment unit. Some of them are; 1) Error in 0° gantry positioning due to parallax;
an error of 1.5° in the gantry angle gives a lateral field displacement of 2mm. This displacement
happens always in the same direction as the technician looks the 0° gantry angle always from the
same side. 2) to leave the block tray for patients who dont need it; if calculations for these
patients have been done without tray attenuation factor, the error may be as much as 6% if the
tray is an entire one. 3) error in SSD when it is read after the entire block tray is put in place;
light scale is altered when tray is placed between focus and patient, and a difference of 5 or 6
mm can happen.
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6 VERIFICATIONS

Agreement between treated volume and PTV must be checked with X-Ray films during
treatment, as well as very simple changes like variations in patient diameter, a difference of lcm
in tumor depth results in an error of 6% in the dose delivered for a 10cm x 10cm field and a Co-
60 unit [3]. When there is only one medical physicist doing all the treatment planning and
calibration, verifications are scarcely carried out and even important accidents can happen.

The following case is an example of this:
A treatment plan with a fixed field and a wedge of 30° used as a compemsator was decided for
a patient; and a series of mistakes were committed:
1) The physicist chose a wedge shorter than needed.
2) He/she forgot to indicate the collimator angle and so the technician put the wedge in place
with the angle in the opposite direction.
3 ) As the physicist had a lot of work to do he/she had no time to verify field set-up on patient.
4)Tthe technician realized that the wedge was very short and decided to change it; he looked for
another wedge longer than the first one, but he didn't take into account the wedge angle and he
put a longer wedge but of 45° instead of 30° without notifying the physicist about the change.
Half of the dose was delivered to the patient in the wrong way

7 FRACnONATION

Usually treatments are planned for 5 fractions a week; but in some circumstances patients miss
some sessions.
For instance, a) centers with only one treatment machine are not able to send all the patients for
treatment to another hospital when machine comes out of service; b) people with economic
difficculties are sometimes in trouble to attend hospital everyday, in particular at the end of the
month.
Therefore, in these cases effective dose delivered to the patient is different from dose prescribed.

8 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

In Argentina there are regulations for operating a Radiotherapy Center. The more important are:
1) Physicists (with a degree in Physics or Engineering) and physicians need to get a license in
order to be registered as radiotherapy medical physicists and radiotherapists respectively. Only
those who have the license can be in charge of a Center. Both have to pass the Course
"Dosimetry in Radiotherapy" carried out by the Atomic Energy Office (CNEA); physicists have
to pass in addition the Course "Physics in Radiotherapy" also carried out by CNEA after
passing the courses, radiotherapists must fulfill a training period of 3 years and physicists of 1
year, carried out in Radiotherapy Hospitals.
The requirements for being a dosimetrist are: a) to have a secondary ordinary degree; b) to pass
the Course "Dosimetry in Radiotherapy" and c) to get practice in dosimetry, in radiotherapy
hospitals, under the supervision of a medical physicist during 1 year.
2) A radiotherapy hospital where a linac is operating has to include in the staff a medical
physicist having the corresponding license.
3) This license is renewed each 5 years in order to be sure that they have continuity in
radiotherapy performance.
4) Each hospital has to take part in postal TLD intercomparisons. There are 4 TLD
intercomparisons a year so that each center takes part in, at least, one intercomparison per year.
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Intercomparisons are carried out by the SSDL (CNEA) in an anonymous way; the results are
reported to each center with a code number.
5) To install a new radiotherapy center, requirements for equipment and staff have to be fulfilled:
A) minimum equipment include: a) treatment machines with high energy photon beams (Co-60
units with an isocenter distance of, at least, 80 cm and/or linacs of, at least, 4 Mv X-Ray beam);
b) an X-ray treatment machine operating at 50-90 Kv or a linac with electron beams having
energies between 6 and 8 Mev; c) afterloading intracavitary applicators and sources for
brachytherapy; d) a simulator machine or a diagnostic X-ray machine adapted for localization.
B) a licensed medical physicist or, at least, a dosimetrist supervised by a physicist, must be part
of the staff for new radiotherapy centers where a Co-60 unit is the main machine.
So, the minimum staff for new radiotherapy centers having Co-60 units or linacs as main
machines include radiotherapists, medical physicists and/or dosimetrists and technicians with
their corresponding licenses.
Unfortunately there are not, till now, regular radiotherapy courses for the education of the
technicians who operate the treatment machines; there are courses intended for those who want
to be diagnostic radiologist technicians; some radiotherapy elementary notions and practice are
imparted along these courses, but they are not enough. Refreshment courses partially solve this
situation but they are not regular and not all the technicians attend these courses.

9 CONCLUSION

It is clear that each radiotherapy hospital or center has to put in practice a quality assurance
program. It is clear also that regular courses are necessary but not enough to assure quality in
daily practice. Regular meetings among all the members of radiotherapy staff are very helpful to
coordinate treatment schedules, to analyze different errors and mistakes; it is important to insist
on the need of precision in radiotherapy and how it can change treatment results; verification
films must be analyzed also with the technicians in order they can realize the different errors and
changes which happen in daily practice. And it is important to emphasize that every indications
has to be written and recorded on each patient treatment sheet
Partial replacement of old treatment units is coming on now in Argentina. But new equipment
are in many cases not new but repaired machines and they look as new machines and are very
often out of service.The other important point is that the great number of patients per machine
and the few number of physicists and technicians, conspires against quality. When technicians
are accostumed to work very fast, to be only one for each unit and to reduce time for the set-up,
it is very difficcult to reverse the habits. So, it is a good thing to remind that we are working
with patients to whom high doses are delivered; when a wrong dose is administered to a wrong
volume, little can be done after.
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